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Abstract—Joint optimal resource allocation and probabilistic
caching design is conceived for Device-to-Device (D2D) commu-
nications in a heterogeneous wireless network (HetNet) relying
on full-duplex (FD) relays. In particular, popular contents can
be cached at user devices as well as at relays that are located
close to users. A user may request the contents of interest from
another user via D2D communications and also from a nearby
relay equipped with FD radios. If the requested contents are not
found in the buffers of other users/relays within the coverage
range, users may opt for connecting to the macro base station
(MBS) via a relay by using FD communication. Furthermore, we
propose a beneficial mobility-aware coded caching philosophy for
D2D communications in the HetNet considered. Especially, we
model the mobility pattern of users as discrete random jumps
and exploit coded caching for improving the throughput attained.
Subsequently, we develop mathematical models for analyzing the
throughput in the presence of edge caching, where both the
system-level co-channel interference and the FD self-interference
are considered. We circumvent the high complexity of stochastic
optimization by developing low-complexity optimization. Finally,
numerical results are presented to illustrate the theoretical
findings developed in the paper and quantify the throughput
gains attained.

Index Terms—User mobility; coded caching; particle swarm
optimization; assignment algorithm; full-duplex communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The flawless multimedia applications supported by the next-
generation networks will demand an unprecedented capacity
expansion for supporting a high quality of service (QoS)
in cellular networks. To tackle these challenges, advanced
technologies are required for enhancing the capacity and QoS
in cellular networks [1], [2]. Furthermore, recent studies reveal
that different contents require different levels of priority [3],
[4]. Explicitly, the most popular contents are requested by the
majority of users, whilst the remaining large portion of the
contents impose rather infrequent access demands [3].

In particular, 5G New Radio (NR) is an emerging wireless
standard that will become the foundation of next generation
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mobile networks. With its early commercial deployments
planned for 2018-2020, 5G technologies promise to deliver
peak data rates of 10 Gbit/s. 5G will provide new architectures,
new deployment and new services such as IoT ecosystem
[1], [5]. As a representative technology of 5G, cloud radio
access network (C-RAN) still faces many challenges, such
as long latency due to the long distance from devices to the
cloud, fronthaul/backhaul bandwidth limitation, high energy
consumption and etc. As such, fog/edge-computing lately
becomes a promising 5G technology, which puts a substan-
tial amount of storage, communication and computation at
the edge closer to the end users [6]. To make 5G NR a
commercial reality, there should be an advantageous edge-
computing architecture supporting new technologies, namely
caching placement, device to device (D2D) communications
and full-duplex (FD) communications in conjunction with the
3GPP’s “New Radio” in the mmWave spectrum.

D2D communications are gaining increased attention in
heterogeneous networks (HetNets) relying on the caching of
popular contents at various local devices, as studied in [7]–
[13]. At the time of writing, wireless cooperative caching con-
stitutes one of the most widely studied paradigms, where both
the local user terminals and the relay nodes can cooperatively
store the multimedia contents [7]–[18]. In [7], relay nodes
with caching capability are introduced to deliver the stored
messages cooperatively with the BS, yielding a low delay. In
[8], Ji et al. considered the combined effect of using both
coding in the delivery phase for achieving “coded multicast
gain”, and spatial reuse as a benefit of local short-range D2D
communication. In [18], Wang et al. carried out the theoretical
analysis of the push-based content delivery methods, where
the most popular contents are pushed through broadcasting to
alleviate the cellular data bottleneck. A pair of scenarios were
considered, where caching was performed either at a small BS
(SBS), or directly at the user terminals, which communicate
using D2D communications [19]. However, there is a paucity
of studies in which both the relays and the users have a caching
capacity simultaneously. To cooperatively perform caching
at both user- and relay-levels, one must carefully select the
contents to be cached at these levels and hence to enhance
the probability of cache hits as well as the overall system
performance.

Furthermore, FD radio technology has been considered as a
promising next-generation technology conceived for success-
fully improving the capacity and reducing the transmission
delay [20]–[27]. In theory, FD communications is capable of
doubling the throughput of the BS-relay-user link, because a
FD radio can transmit and receive data simultaneously on the
same frequency band [20]. However, the major issue lies in the
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interference footprint of FD links, which is generally larger
than that of its half-duplex (HD) counterpart. In particular,
having many FD links in the network may impose severe
interference on the other nodes in addition to the strong self-
interference at the relay’s receivers, which can significantly
reduce the feasibility of the aggressive spatial frequency reuse
targeted by network densification. Additionally, theoretical
throughput doubling of FD operations at the device level can
not scale to the network level, unless further sophisticated
measurements are taken [20]. Solutions targeting a reduction
of the FD interference footprint have also been proposed for
improving the FD throughput gain scalability [23]. However,
the potential benefits brought in by the adoption of caching,
for example, the overall reduction of the aggregate network
interference, must be considered, if relays operate in the FD
mode.

The effects of user mobility on the caching placement
strategies have also received plenty of attention [28]–[30].
Wang et al. [28] developed a framework of mobility-aware
coded caching and demonstrated that coded caching schemes
achieve higher performance than their un-coded counterparts.
Wang et al. [29] also designed caching for mobile devices
coexisting with D2D communication networks. They model
the user mobility pattern by taking into account the inter-
contact times of different users, based on which they proposed
a mobility-aware caching placement policy for maximizing the
data offloading ratio. Liu et al. [30] designed a framework
for mobility-aware coded probabilistic caching, which was
applied to MEC-enabled small-cell networks. However, this
work only considered caching at the SBS level, hence there
was no cooperation during content caching and sharing.

By contrast, in this paper, we make a further bold step in
terms of designing, analyzing and optimizing the cooperative
coded caching placement at both user- and relay-levels as well
as the resource allocation whilst considering the constraints
of user mobility and self-interference at the relays and of the
interference footprint of numerous coexisting FD links. We
assume that both the macro BSs (MBSs) and the users operate
in the HD mode, whereas the relays operate in the FD mode. In
a nutshell, the contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows.

1) We model the HetNets supporting D2D communications
and mobility-aware coded probabilistic caching, where the
encoded segments are cached at both user- and relay-levels.

2) We formulate a joint optimal caching and resource
allocation problem of maximizing the system’s throughput
under several constraints, such as limited storage capacities
at both user- and relay-levels, the content popularity, the
transmit powers at users and relays, and the quality of FD
self-interference cancellation.

3) We analyze the throughput and propose a near-optimal
caching scheme for mitigating the complexity of joint optimal
caching placement and resource allocation. In particular, we
first develop an algorithm based on particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) [32] for configuring the parameters of caching
placement and resource allocation under the given content
assignment sets for both the SBSs and the users. Subsequently,
we propose overlapping and non-overlapping content assign-

Fig. 1. Caching-aided HetNet with D2D communications.

ment algorithms for determining the content assignment sets
for both the SBSs and the users.

4) We present numerical results for characterizing the per-
formance of the proposed algorithms and the throughput gains
by using the optimal parameter configurations found for both
caching and user mobility.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II de-
scribes the system model. In Section III, coded caching
based mobility-aware D2D communications and FD relays
are presented. We analyze the throughput of the proposed
overlapping caching content placement scheme and formulate
the related optimization problem in Section IV. The reduced-
complexity suboptimal scheme is formulated in Section V,
while Section VI presents our performance results. The con-
cluding remarks are drawn in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODELS

In this section, we first introduce a two-tier HetNet sup-
porting underlay D2D communications and edge caching,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, where the relays and the users are
spatially distributed according to two mutually independent
homogeneous Poisson Point Processes (PPPs) with densities
of λR and λU , respectively.

A. Network Architecture
A two-tier HetNet consisting of MBSs and low-power relays

(or SBSs) associated with underlay D2D communications is
considered. A relay with caching capability can transmit the
cached contents to the users within the coverage radius RR.
It also exploits its FD capability to forward the requested
contents to a user while simultaneously receiving the contents
from the BS. All the users are assumed to have caching
capabilities. A portion of the users, say α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, request
the contents and act as the receivers. The remaining users
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with a portion of (1− α) act as the content transmitters. A
user can send the requested contents to the requesting user by
using D2D communications, provided that the requesting user
is within the user’s transmission range of RU , RU < RR. We
assume furthermore that the distribution of caching-enabled
users obeys the PPP with a density of αλU .

The popularity distribution vector of the contents is denoted
by q = [q1, . . . , qi, . . . , qN ], where N is the total number
of contents and qi is the access probability for the i-th
content. Let us assume that the contents are arranged in a
descending order of popularity and their distribution follows
a Zipf distribution with a parameter γ [3]. So the popularity
of content i can be written as [18]

qi =
1

iγ
1∑N

j=1
1
jγ

. (1)

Without loss of generality, all the N contents are assumed
to have an equal size L and the caching capacity of all
relays is the same, namely LMR, where MR < N . The
vector PR =

[
pR1 , p

R
2 , . . . , p

R
i , . . . , p

R
N

]
is defined as the set of

caching placement probabilities at the relays, where pRi is the
proportion of relays that cache content i, 0 ≤ pRi ≤ 1 for i =
1, 2, . . . , i, . . . , N . The distribution of relays that have content
i follows the PPP with a density of λRpRi . Furthermore, all the
users are assumed to have the same caching capacity of LMU .
The vector PU =

[
pU1 , p

U
2 , . . . , p

U
i , . . . , p

U
N

]
is defined as the

caching placement at the users, where pUi is the proportion of
users that have the content i, 0 ≤ pUi ≤ 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
Similarly, the distribution of users that have content i also
follows the PPP with a density αλUpUi .

In this paper, we consider the overlapping-caching place-
ment, where a common set of contents is cached at both
SBSs and users. Here, the overlapping set of contents that are
cached at both the SBSs and the users significantly improves
the throughput performance in the mobility-aware framework.
We also consider two other methods: i) common caching
placements where both the SBSs and the users cache the same
set of contents; and ii) separate caching placements where the
SBSs and the users cache different sets of contents.

B. Mobility Model
In this paper, we adopt the contact time (or sojourn time) t

and connect frequency ρ for characterizing the user mobility
pattern. Although the user positions can change any time, the
user moving range is relatively small during a short time. We
assume that within the contact time tU , a mobile user remains
connected to the same user and within the contact time tR,
a mobile user remains connected to the same SBS. In fact,
we assume tU < tR, since the two users that are connected
via D2D communications may move at the same time, while
the SBSs normally remain static. After the contact time t, a
user can be connected to another new device at a new position
and then remains connected with the new contact for the time
observation t. If users move at a high speed, the contact time
can be short, compared to a rather longer contact time at a
low speed.

User mobility is modeled by discrete random jumps with the
corresponding intensity characterized by the average sojourn

time between jumps. The distribution of the sojourn time
can be reasonably modeled by an exponential function as
in [28]. Therefore, the probability density function (PDF) of
the sojourn time in user-to-user connections and SBS-to-user
connections is denoted by pU (tU ) and pR(tR), respectively,
which can be expressed as follows:

pU (tU ) = ρU exp
(
−ρU tU

)
, (2)

pR(tR) = ρR exp
(
−ρRtR

)
, (3)

where ρU and ρR are the relative connection frequencies,
which account for the mobility intensities.

We assume that the transmission rate of a direct D2D
transmission link or SBS transmission is high enough for a
typical user content of size L to be transmitted during the
contact time t. In addition to the contact time, we define the
total downloading time as T = L/RU + ∆T , where L/RU
is the time needed for content-downloading, if only D2D
communication is used to download all the contents while ∆T
is the additional time needed if other slower mechanisms are
used to get the contents.

Let r indicate the remaining data of a requested content
at the jumping instant. Consider a general scenario where it
takes k jumps for a user to download a content. Thus r =
L−

∑j
i=1 di is the remaining data at jump j, where di is the

amount of data received between jump (i − 1) and jump i.
The pdf of r is calculated as follows:

pU (r) =
exp

(
σUr
ρUTL

)
∫ L
r=0

exp
(
σUr
ρUTL

)
dr
, (4)

pR(r) =
exp

(
σRr
ρRTL

)
∫ L
r=0

exp
(
σRr
ρRTL

)
dr
, (5)

where σU and σR are the control parameters that are used to
adapt the mobility intensity.

C. Coded Caching Scheme
In a coded caching scheme, each content file is encoded

into multiple segments by a rateless Fountain code and a
requested content can be recovered by collecting any kc
encoded segments, which are a subset of the complete set
of segments, cached in the local user storage or in the SBS
storage. In other words, any packet of the encoded segments
is useful for recovering the content. If a user cannot collect
enough encoded segments from the local cache either via D2D
communication or by SBS transmission within the tolerable
downloading time T , the cellular BS will send the missing
data to the user.

In contrast to the complete caching scheme, we denote the
cache placement at the SBSs by using the coded caching
scheme as MR =

[
mR

1 ,m
R
2 , . . . ,m

R
N

]
, 0 ≤ mR

i ≤ 1 for
i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where mR

i refers to the percentage of content
i cached in SBS. The cache storage constraint at the SBSs
can be expressed as

∑
i∈FR m

R
i p

R
i L ≤ SR, where FR is the

set of files that are cached at SBSs, i.e., mR
i 6= 0, pRi 6= 0.

In a similar way, let MU =
[
mU

1 ,m
U
2 , . . . ,m

U
N

]
represent
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the cache placement at the users having a caching capability
for each content, where mU

i is the percentage of content i
cached in each user, and 0 ≤ mU

i ≤ 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., N . The
cache storage constraint at the cache-enabled users can then
be written as

∑
i∈FU m

U
i p

U
i L ≤ SU , where FU is the set of

files that are cached at the users (i.e. mU
i 6= 0, pUi 6= 0).

D. Content Access Protocol
The content access protocol includes four possible cases,

which are presented in the following. An example including
all four cases is given in Fig. 1.

1) Local cache hit: A requesting user has the requested
content from its own cache.

2) D2D cache hit: In the scenario that the user’s local stor-
age does not have the requested content, the requesting
user checks the nearby users within its transmit coverage
radius RU for the content. If there is at least one user
that has the requested content, the user will establish the
D2D transmission session with the nearest user having
the cached content.

3) Relay cache hit: When the requested content is not
available at the local cache or at the nearby users, the
user would search nearby relays within a radius of RR.
If there is at least one relay, whose storage has the
requested content, the user will download the content
from that relay.

4) Cache miss: If the requested content is not available
in any of the above cases, the user will connect to the
BS via a nearby relay. This case represents a cache
miss. Here at least one relay within a distance of RR
performs FD communications to simultaneously receive
the content from the BS and to transmit it to the
requesting user for reducing the access latency and also
for saving power.

Remark 1: We employ the homogeneous PPP in modeling
the spatial distributions of relays and users. Although this
point process model generally does not work the best for
the repulsive behavior of nodes owing to the effect of node
correlation, it is sufficient to model the wireless network for
our study [34]. Moreover, this approach enables us to generate
better insights into the mobility-aware edge caching problem
and is sufficient to ensure tractability. The extension of the
model to more advanced general point processes such as
Ginibre point process and Poisson hard-core hole process will
be considered in our future works. Relevant implementations
that were published in some recent contributions [33]–[35]
would be useful for these further studies.

III. CODED CACHING BASED MOBILITY-AWARE D2D
COMMUNICATIONS AND FULL DUPLEX RELAYS IN

HETNETS

A. Assumptions
We first introduce the major assumptions used in our

models.
1) If the requesting user gets connected a new user due to

user mobility but it is still in the coverage of the current

SBS, it can request the remaining content from the new
connected user instead of getting it from the current
SBS. Moreover, if the requesting user finishing fetching
the contents stored by the connected D2D user within
a duration less than the contact time, the remaining
time is used for receiving the remaining coded data
from the SBS within the coverage; if the requesting user
finishing fetching the contents stored at the SBS within
the duration less than the SBS-user contact time (and
the user-user contact time), the remaining time is used
for receiving the remaining coded data from the MBS
via the SBS by using the FD technology.

2) For simplicity, we only consider the case that the amount
of coded data mR

i for file i cached at the SBSs is
always higher than that for the same file cached at the
users, mU

i . The extension to different storage scenarios
can be readily performed, although it entails complex
derivation. This assumption makes sense, because the
storage capacity of SBSs is larger than that of users.
Furthermore, caching the common files at both the SBSs
and the users helps us to improve the throughput gain in
our mobility-aware caching framework. This is the first
step of investigating this method, hence we set aside the
more complex assignment of coded content segments for
our future work.

3) All the users cache the same set of contents and the same
amount of coded segments for each file, but different
segments. Similarly, all the SBSs cache the same set of
contents and for each cached content, they cache the
same number of coded segments but different segments.
It may be readily generalized to scenarios, where differ-
ent users and SBSs cache different contents and different
amount of coded segments for each content. However,
again the derivations are set aside for our future work.

B. Parameter Calculation
1) Cache hit probabilities pUhit,i, p

R
hit,i, and phit,i: Based

on [31], the distribution of file i at user-level obeys the PPP
with density (1− α)λUp

U
i . The probability of the event that

file i is cached by other users within the coverage range of
the requested user is given by [8]:

pUhit,i = 1− exp
(
−π (1− α)λUp

U
i R

2
U

)
. (6)

Similarly, the distribution of file i at relay-level follows the
PPP with density λRpRi . The probability of the event that i is
cached by the relay within the coverage range of the requested
user is given as

pRhit,i = 1− exp
(
−πλRpRi R2

R

)
. (7)

2) Content transmission success probabilities pUsucc,i,
pRsucc,i and pFDsucc,i: We now define pUsucc,i, p

R
succ,i and pFDsucc,i

in this section, while their detailed derivations are presented
in the next section. To determine pUsucc,i, let j0 denote a re-
questing user, which receives the content from the nearest user,
j̄0 , by using D2D communications. Let us define Θj as the
cache miss event at relay j, and 1Θj as the indicator function
(1Θj = 1 if cache miss event occurs at j, otherwise 1Θj = 0).
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Relay j uses FD communications to forward the requested
content from the BS to its requesting user, once a cache miss
occurs. The fading channel spanning from transmitter j to
receiver k, hjk, follows a Rayleigh fading distribution with
CN (0, 1). So in case 2, the success probability of D2D content
transmission for file i is given by

pUsucc,i = Pr
{

SINRUj0 > φ
}
, (8)

where φ is the predetermined SINR threshold. SINRUj0 is the
SINR at user j0 formulated as

SINRUj0 =
PDh

2
j̄0j0

d−β1

j̄0j0

σ2 + Ij0
, (9)

where j̄0 is the nearest user having the cached content; dj̄0j0
is the distance between j0 and j̄0; β1 is the pathloss exponent
of D2D transmission; and σ2 is the thermal noise power. The
total interference Ij0 is expressed as

Ij0 =
∑

j∈ΦUj0
\{j̄0j0}

PDh
2
jj0d

−β1

jj0
+
∑
k∈ΦRj0

PRh
2
kj0d

−β1

kj0

+
∑
l∈ΦRj0

PBSh
2
BSlj0

d−β2

BSlj0
1Θl . (10)

The first term in (10) is the interference caused by user j,
which is in the coverage area of user j0, i.e. j ∈ ΦUj0 (where
ΦUj0 is the set of these active users). The second term in
(10) represents the interference caused by the transmission of
relay k ∈ ΦRj0 , where ΦRj0 is the set of active relays that can
cause interference to j0. The third term in (10) represents the
interference caused by the specific BS that user j0 is associated
with, BSl (relay l is associated with BSl). Relay l is in the
coverage area of user j0 but performs FD communications to
help other users. Note that PBS is the transmit power of the
BS and β2 is the pathloss exponent between the BS and the
users.

Similarly, we calculate the success probability pRsucc,i of a
content transmission by relay k0 in case 3, yielding:

pRsucc,i = Pr
{

SINRRUj0 > φ
}
. (11)

To elaborate, SINRRUj0 is the SINR at user j0 wrt relay k0,
which can be expressed as

SINRRUj0 =
PRh

2
k0j0

d−β1

k0j0

σ2 + Ik0j0
. (12)

The interference Ik0j0 is calculated as

Ik0j0 =
∑

j∈ΦUj0
\j0

PDh
2
jj0d

−β1

jj0
+

∑
k∈ΦRj0

\k0

PRh
2
kj0d

−β1

kj0

+
∑

l∈ΦRj0
\k0

PBSh
2
BSlj0

d−β2

BSlj0
1Θl . (13)

Furthermore, the success of a full duplex transmission
pFDsucc,i, when a cache miss occurs (case 4), is determined as

pFDsucc,i = Pr
{

SINRFDj0 > φ and SINRFDR > φ
}
. (14)

Here, the transmissions rely on two hops, where the first
hop is the communication from the BS to the relay and the
second hop is the communication from the relay to the user.
Furthermore, SINRFDj0 is the SINR wrt nearby relay k0 at user
j0 formulated as:

SINRFDj0 =
PRh

2
k0j0

d−β1

k0j0

σ2 + IFDk0j0
. (15)

The interference IFDk0j0 is calculated as

IFDk0j0 =
∑

j∈ΦUj0
\j0

PDh
2
jj0d

−β1

jj0
+

∑
k∈ΦRj0

\k0

PRh
2
kj0d

−β1

kj0

+
∑
l∈ΦRj0

PBSh
2
BSlj0

d−β2

BSlj0
1Θl . (16)

Note that the difference between Ik0j0 and IFDk0j0 arises from
the fact that IFDk0j0 includes the interference caused by trans-
missions between the BS and relay k0.

SINRFDR is the SINR at relay k0 wrt the BS, which is
formulated as:

SINRFDR =
PBSh

2
BSk0

d−β2

BSk0

σ2 + IFDBSk0
. (17)

The interference IFDBSk0 is calculated as

IFDBSk0 =
∑

j∈ΦRUk0
\j0

PDh
2
jk0d

−β1

jk0
+ h2

k0k0ξPR

+
∑

k∈ΦRk0
\k0

PRh
2
kk0d

−β1

kk0
+
∑
l∈ΦRk0

PBSh
2
BSlk0

d−β2

BSlk0
1Θl . (18)

Here, the first term in (18) is the interference caused by the
transmission of user j, which is in the set ΦRUk0 falling in the
coverage of relay k0. The second term in (18) presents the self-
interference caused by power leakage from the transmission
of relay k0, and ξ characterizes the quality of self-interference
cancellation [23]. The third term in (18) represents the interfer-
ence caused by the transmission of relay k ∈ ΦRk0 , where ΦRk0
is the set of active relays within the coverage of the considered
relay k0. The fourth term in (18) represents the interference
between the BS, namely BSl and the relay l. Here, relay l is
within relay k0’s coverage and performs FD communications
to help the other users.

3) Calculation of pUsucc,i, pRsucc,i, p̄Rsucc,i, pFDsucc,i and
p̄FDsucc,i: We study two scenarios: a) in the first one, the SBSs
and the users are assigned to cache distinct sets of contents
and it is termed as the non-overlapping scenario; and b) in the
second one, the SBSs and the users can cache the common set
of contents, which is referred to as the overlapping scenario.
Let us define the following parameters. The bandwidth of
the MBS, SBSs and users are Wb, Wr, Wu. We assume
furthermore that Wb = ω1Wr = ω2Wu, where ω1, ω2 ∈ [0, 1],
ω1 > ω2, i.e., the channel capacity of the backhaul is lower
than that of the downlink.

For ease expression, we omit the subscript i for the cal-
culated parameters (such as pUhit,i, p

R
hit,i, p

R
succ,i, p

U
succ,i and

etc), when we consider the calculation for the content i in the
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following. We define that FU and FR are the sets of files that
are cached at the users and the SBSs, respectively; FRU is
the set of files that are cached at the users and at the SBSs
(FRU = FU ∪FR); FRU\U is the set of files that are cached
at the SBSs but not at the users (FRU\U =

(
FU ∪ FR

)
\FU );

FRU\R is the set of files that are cached at the users but not
at the SBSs (FRU\R =

(
FU ∪ FR

)
\FR).

The calculations of coverage probabilities (pUsucc,i, p
R
succ,i,

p̄Rsucc,i, p
FD
succ,i and p̄FDsucc,i) are omitted and can be found in

the technical report [40].

IV. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the throughput of our overlapping
caching content placement technique. The non-overlapping
caching placement can be readily obtained by omitting the
cases that the considered content i belongs the common set
of the SBSs and the users. Then, the throughput optimization
is formulated under the constraints of caching placement and
resource allocation.

A. Definition of Throughput
Let us define NT as the total throughput per unit area,

which is calculated as the achieved rate, when the requested
contents are successfully received in one unit area. Moreover,
T denotes the total throughput per user, which is calculated
as the achieved rate by the tagged requesting user, when its
requested contents are successfully received. In the following,
we perform throughput analysis for the throughput per user
(or just called the throughput for simplicity). The throughput
per unit area is thus calculated by NT = αλUT .

B. Throughput Calculation
T can be expressed as

T = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4, (19)

where T1, T2, T3 and T4 are the throughputs achieved for four
cases that are derived as follows.

1) Case 1: If the user j0 requests the content i, i /∈
FU ∪ FR, it can be served by any SBS within its coverage
area. In particular, the served SBS exploits the FD communi-
cation to simultaneously download the requested content from
the MBSs and to forward it to the requesting user. So the
throughput achieved is given as

T1 = Pr
{
i /∈ FU ∪ FR

}
pFD,0succ RFD, (20)

where

Pr
{
i /∈ FU ∪ FR

}
=

∑
i∈F\FRU

qi, (21)

RFD = Wb log2

(
1 +

SINRFDR SINRFDj0
1 + SINRFDR + SINRFDj0

)
, (22)

and pFD,0succ is calculated in [40]. Note that we use the lower
bound φ for the SINR (such as SINRFDj0 , SINRFDR ) when we
calculate the rates in numerical results for simplicity. From
the following, we consider the case that the requested content
i belongs the set of contents stored in the SBSs and/or users.

2) Case 2: If the user j0 requests the content i after it
experiences multiple jumps, then the remaining data volume,
r, is smaller than the coded data stored by the user, i.e. we
have r < mUL < mRL. Recall that we assume mU < mR,
implying that the capacity of the SBSs is higher than that of
the users. Then, the throughput achieved is given by

T2 = Pr
{
r < mUL

}
(T2.1 + T2.2 + T2.3) , (23)

where T2.1, T2.2, and T2.3 correspond to the following three
sub-cases.

a: Case 2.1
If i ∈ FRU\R (FRU\R=

(
FU ∪ FR

)
\FR), there are two

possible scenarios: i) a high transmission rate of RU will be
achieved if the requesting user successfully downloads the
content sought from a nearby user; and ii) the transmission
rate will be RFD if the nearby users do not cache content
i, hence the requesting user will be served by a SBS within
the coverage area. We assume that an advanced FD SBS is
used, which obtains content i from the MBSs and concurrently
forwards it to the requesting user in the second case. Thus, the
throughput achieved for content i is given by

T2.1 =Pr
{
i ∈ FRU\R

}[
pUsuccRU+

(
1−pUsucc

)
p̄FDsuccRFD

]
, (24)

where RU = Wu log2

(
1 + SINRj0U

)
, while RFD is from Eq.

(22), and p̄FDsucc as well as pUsucc can be determined according
to [40].

b: Case 2.2
Similarly, if i ∈ FRU\U (FRU\U =

(
FU ∪ FR

)
\FU ), a

high transmission rate RR will be achieved (if the requesting
user successfully downloads the requested content cached in
the SBS); and the transmission rate will be RFD (if the nearby
users do not cache content i and the requesting user will be
served by any of the SBSs within the coverage area). Then
the throughput associated with content i is written as

T2.2 =Pr
{
i∈FRU\U

}[
pRsuccRR+

(
1−pRsucc

)
p̄FDsuccRFD

]
, (25)

where RR = Wr log2

(
1 + SINRj0R

)
, and RFD is from

Eq.(22). Then, pRsucc and p̄FDsucc are calculated as in [40].
c: Case 2.3
If i ∈ FU ∩ FR, there are three possible scenarios: i) the

transmission rate will be RU , if the requesting user success-
fully downloads the content sought from a nearby user; ii)
otherwise, a high transmission rate of RR will be achieved (if
the user successfully downloads the requested content cached
by the SBS); and iii) if the user fails to download content i
from any of the nearby users or from the SBS caching i, it
will be served by any of the SBSs within the coverage area
(which does not cache content i) and the transmission rate will
be RFD. Hence, the throughput provided for content i can be
expressed as

T2.3 =Pr
{
i ∈ FU∩ FR

}[
pUsuccRU+

(
1−pUsucc

)
pRsuccRR

+
(
1−pUsucc

)(
1−pRsucc

)
p̄FDsuccRFD

]
. (26)
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3) Case 3: If the user j0 requests the content i after it
experiences multiple jumps, then the remaining data volume is
larger than the coded data stored in the user’s cache but smaller
than that stored in the SBS’s cache, i.e. we have mUL < r <
mRL. The throughput achieved is given by

T3 = T3.1 + T3.2 + T3.3, (27)

where T3.1, T3.2, and T3.3 correspond to the following three
cases.

a: Case 3.1
We consider the scenario that i ∈ FRU\R. Furthermore, we

introduce the shorthand tU0 = mUL/RU , tU1 (r) = tU0 + (r −
mUL)/RFD, where tU is the jumping time of user j0, beyond
which it establishes contact with a new group of users. If tU ≤
tU0 , the requesting user j0 will receive its data from a local
donor user at a high transmission rate RU . However, if tU >
tU0 , user j0 will receive the requested data from the nearby
donor user at the transmission rate RU , where the downloading
duration is within the range of

[
0, tU0

]
; and then the requesting

user j0 will receive its data from the relaying SBS at the rate
RFD (again, the relaying SBS employs FD communications)
and the download period is within the range of

[
tU0 , t

U
]
. So

the rate for the case of tU > tU0 is lower than that for the case
of tU ≤ tU0 . The average rate for the case of tU > tU0 can be
expressed as

R1(tU, r)=


tU0 RU+(tU−tU0 )RFD

tU
tU0 <t

U ≤ tU1 (r)

tU0 RU+(tU1 (r)−tU0 )RFD
tU1 (r)

tU > tU1 (r)
. (28)

The throughput achieved for content i would be written as

T3.1 = Pr
{
i∈FRU\R

}
pUsucc

×
[
Pr
{
mUL<r<mRL

}
Pr
{
tU <tU0

}
RU

+

mRL∫
r=mUL

∞∫
tU=tU0

R1(tU, r)pU (tU )pU (r)drdtU


+ Pr

{
i ∈ FRU\R

}(
1− pUsucc

)
×Pr

{
mUL < r < mRL

}
pFD,0succ RFD. (29)

b: Case 3.2
Let us now consider the case of i ∈ FRU\U . It is readily

observed that this scenario is similar to Case 2.2 and the
throughput achieved for content i is written as

T3.2 =Pr
{
i∈FRU\U

}
Pr
{
mUL < r < mRL

}
×
[
pRsuccRR+

(
1−pRsucc

)
p̄FDsuccRFD

]
. (30)

c: Case 3.3
We continue by considering the case of i ∈ FU ∩ FR. In

this case, there are two sub-cases:
• Case 3.3.1: the requesting user j0 successfully connects

to the caching user with probability pUsucc;
• Case 3.3.2: the user j0 fails to connect to any caching

user with a probability of (1− pUsucc).

In Case 3.3.1, if tU ≤ tU0 , the requesting user j0 will receive
data at a high transmission rate of RU . This case is termed as
Case 3.3.1.1) corresponding to throughput T3.3.1.1. However,
if tU > tU0 , the user j0 will receive data at a high transmission
rate of RU within the time range of

[
0, tU0

]
; and then from tU0

to tU , it will receive the remaining content at the rate of RR or
RFD, depending on the availability of the caching SBSs within
the coverage area. Hence there are two sub-cases for tU > tU0 :
Case 3.3.1.2) the requesting user j0 successfully connects to
the caching SBS with a probability of pRsucc corresponding to
throughput T3.3.1.2; Case 3.3.1.3) the user j0 fails to connect
to any caching SBS with probability (1−pRsucc) corresponding
to throughput T3.3.1.3. Thus, the throughput achieved can be
expressed as

T3.3 =Pr
{
i∈FU∩FR

}
(T3.3.1.1+T3.3.1.2+T3.3.1.3+T3.3.2), (31)

where T3.3.2 is the throughput of Case 3.3.2, while T3.3.1.1,
T3.3.1.2, T3.3.1.2, and T3.3.2 correspond to the following three
cases.

In Case 3.3.1.1, T3.3.1.1 is expressed as

T3.3.1.1 =Pr
{
mUL<r<mRL

}
pUsucc Pr

{
tU <tU0

}
RU . (32)

In Case 3.3.1.2, the remaining content volume must be (r−
mUL) ≤ (mRL −mUL) < mRL, hence the requesting user
will receive all the remaining segments from the caching SBS
by tU2 (r), where tU2 (r) = tU0 +(r−mUL)/RR is the maximum
downloading time (i.e. tU0 ≤ tU ≤ tU2 (r)). Hence, the average
rate can be expressed as

R2(tU , r) =
tU0 RU +

(
tU − tU0

)
RR

tU
tU0 ≤ tU ≤ tU2 (r). (33)

Then, T3.3.1.2 can be calculated as

T3.3.1.2 = pUsuccp
R
succ

×
∫ mRL

r=mUL

∫ tU2 (r)

tU=tU0

R2(tU , r)pU (tU )pU (r)drdtU . (34)

Here, we assume that the probability that the contact time
tU of the users is higher than the contact time tR between the
user and the SBS is very low. Hence, we ignore the case when
the user will jump to another caching SBS’s coverage within
the duration of the user receiving the contents sought from
the current caching SBS. The exact derivation covering this
scenario is omitted here owing to the space limit, but motivated
readers can find the details in Appendix A of [40]. We will
validate the approximate derivation by using our numerical
simulations.

In Case 3.3.1.3, the requesting user receives all the re-
maining segments from the MBS by the instant tU1 (r), where
tU1 (r) = tU0 + (r − mUL)/RFD is the maximum time (i.e.
tU0 ≤ tU ≤ tU1 (r)). Thus, the average rate R1(tU , r) can be
derived as in Eq. (28). Then, T3.3.1.3 can be calculated as

T3.3.1.3 = pUsucc
(
1− pRsucc

)
p̄Rsucc

×
∫ mRL

r=mUL

∫ ∞
tU=tU0

R1(tU , r)pU (tU )pU (r)drdtU . (35)

In Case 3.3.2, the requesting user cannot access any nearby
caching user. Hence, it can only get the contents from the
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caching SBS within the coverage area, provided that a caching
SBS is available. Otherwise, it can get the content from the
MBS via other relaying SBSs within the coverage, which do
not cache the requested content. So T3.3.2 is derived as follows:

T3.3.2 = Pr
{
mUL < r < mRL

} (
1− pUsucc

)
×
[
pRsuccRR +

(
1− pRsucc

)
p̄FDsuccRFD

]
. (36)

4) Case 4: If the user j0 requests the content i, where
the remaining data volume is in the range of r > mRL, the
throughput achieved is given by

T4 = T4.1 + T4.2 + T4.3, (37)

where T4.1, T4.2 and T4.3 correspond to the following three
cases.

a: Case 4.1
We now assume that i ∈ FRU\R. If the requesting user j0

succeeds in accessing a nearby caching user and if the contact
time tU < tU0 , then it will receive the content at the high rate
of RU ; otherwise, it first receives the content at the high rate of
RU in the delay range of

[
0, tU0

]
and at the lower rate of RFD

in the remaining time (the average rate is R1(tU , r) from Eq.
(28)). If the requesting user j0 fails to access a nearby caching
user, it will get the content from the MBS via the relaying SBS.
Therefore, the throughput achieved can be written as

T4.1 =Pr
{
i ∈ FRU\R

}
pUsucc

×
[
Pr
{
r > mRL

}
Pr
{
tU < tU0

}
RU

+

L∫
r=mRL

∞∫
tU=tU0

R1(tU , r)pU (tU )pU (r)drdtU


+Pr

{
i∈FRU\R

}
Pr
{
r > mRL

}(
1−pUsucc

)
pFD,0succ RFD, (38)

where R1(tU , r) is from Eq. (28), while pFD,0succ is from [40].
b: Case 4.2
Let us now assume that i ∈ FRU\U . We define the

shorthand of tR0 = mRL/RR, tR3 (r) = tR0 +(r−mRL)/RFD,
and tR as the jumping time of user j0 after which it contacts
a new SBS. If the requesting user j0 succeeds in accessing a
nearby caching SBS and if tR ≤ tR0 , the user j0 will receive its
data at the high transmission rate of RR. However, if tR > tR0 ,
the user j0 will receive its data at the high transmission rate
of RR within the delay range of

[
0, tR0

]
and at the lower rate

of RFD beyond the delay of tR0 . So the average rate can be
expressed as

R3(tR, r)=


tR0 RR+(tR−tR0 )RFD

tR
tR0 < tR ≤ tR3 (r)

tR0 RR+(tR3 (r)−tR0 )RFD
tR3 (r)

tR > tR3 (r)
, (39)

If the requesting user j0 fails to access any nearby caching
SBS, it will get the content from the MBS via a nearby
relaying SBS, which does not cache the content requested.

Therefore, the throughput achieved can be written as

T4.2 =Pr
{
i ∈ FRU\U

}
pRsucc

×
[
Pr
{
r > mRL

}
Pr
{
tR < tR0

}
RR

+

L∫
r=mRL

∞∫
tR=tR0

R3(tR, r)pR(tR)pR(r)drdtR


+Pr

{
i ∈FRU\U

}
Pr
{
r > mRL

}(
1−pRsucc

)
p̄FDsuccRFD. (40)

c: Case 4.3
Let us now consider the case of i ∈ FU ∩FR. In this case,

there are four sub-cases:

• Case 4.3.1: the requesting user j0 successfully connects
to the caching user with a probability of pUsucc and to the
caching SBS with a probability of pRsucc;

• Case 4.3.2: the user j0 successfully connects to the
caching user with a probability of pUsucc, but fails to access
the caching SBS with a probability of (1− pRsucc);

• Case 4.3.3: the user j0 fails to connect to the caching
user with a probability of (1 − pUsucc), but successfully
connects to the caching SBS with a probability of pRsucc;

• Case 4.3.4: the user j0 fails to connect to any caching user
and to any caching SBS with a probability of (1−pUsucc)
and (1− pRsucc), respectively.

So the throughput achieved can be formulated as

T4.3 = Pr
{
FU ∩ FR

}
(T4.3.1 + T4.3.2 + T4.3.3 + T4.3.4) , (41)

where T4.3.1, T4.3.2, T4.3.3 and T4.3.4 correspond to the fol-
lowing three cases.

In Case 4.3.1, if tU ≤ tU0 , the requesting user j0 will receive
its data at the high transmission rate of RU . However, if tU >
tU0 , the user j0 will receive its data at the high transmission
rate RU within the delay range of

[
0, tU0

]
; while from tU0 to

tU , it will receive the remaining content at the rate RR or
RFD, depending on the availability of caching SBSs within
the coverage area. There are two cases: Case 4.3.1.1) mRL <
r ≤ mRL+mUL (the corresponding throughput T4.3.1.1) and
Case 4.3.1.2) r > mRL+mUL (the corresponding throughput
T4.3.1.2). Therefore, T4.3.1 = T4.3.1.1 + T4.3.1.2.

In Case 4.3.1.1, if tU > tU0 , the user j0 will receive the
remaining content (r − mUL) at the high transmission rate
RR. The transmission duration at the rate RR spans from tU0
to tU if tU0 < tU < tU0 +tR0 , where tR0 = mRL/RR. Otherwise
(i.e. tU > tU0 + tR0 ), the remaining content is received in the
delay range of

[
tU0 , t

U
0 + tR0

]
. Note that there is no jump for

the SBS-user contact before the jump for the user-user contact.
Since we assume that the probability of having tR < tU is very
small, we can ignore this case. Therefore, the average rate for
the case of tU > tU0 can be expressed as

R4(tU , r)=


tU0 RU+(tU−tU0 )RR

tU
tU0 < tU < tU0 + tR0

tU0 RU+tR0 RR
tU0 +tR0

tU > tU0 + tR0
. (42)
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Then, T4.3.1.1 can be calculated as

T4.3.1.1 = pUsuccp
R
succ ×[

Pr
{
mUL<r<(mR+mU )L

}
Pr
{
tU <tU0

}
RU

+

(mR+mU)L∫
r=mUL

∞∫
tU=tU0

R4(tU, r)pU(tU )pU (r)drdtU

. (43)

In Case 4.3.1.2, if tU > tU0 , let us define tR4 (r) =
tU0 + tR0 +

(
r −mUL−mRL

)
/RFD, which is the total

downloading time by using the user-user transmission, the
SBS-user transmission and the MBS-SBS-user transmission.
In this case, if tU > tU0 + tR0 , the requesting user will receive
the contents at the rate of RR for the duration of tR0 and then
at the rate of RFD in the remaining time. Again, we note that
there is no jump for the SBS-user contact before the jump for
the user-user contact. Hence, the average rate for the case of
tU > tU0 can be derived as

R5(tU , r)=


tU0 RU+(tU−tU0 )RR

tU
tU0 <t

U <tU0 + tR0
tU0 RU+tR0 RR+(tU−tU0 −t

R
0 )RFD

tU
tU0 +tR0 <t

U ≤ tR4 (r)

tU0 RU+tR0 RR+(tR4 (r)−tU0 −t
R
0 )RFD

tR4 (r)
tU >tR4 (r)

.

Then, T4.3.1.2 can be written as

T4.3.1.2 =pUsuccp
R
succ

×
[
Pr
{
r > (mR+mU )L

}
Pr
{
tU <tU0

}
RU

+

L∫
r=(mU+mR)L

∞∫
tU=tU0

R5(tU , r)pU(tU )pU (r)drdtU

. (44)

In Case 4.3.2, if tU ≤ tU0 , the requesting user j0 will
receive data at the high transmission rate RU . However, if
tU > tU0 , the user j0 will receive data at rate RU within the
delay range of

[
0, tU0

]
; and from tU0 to tU , it will exploit FD

communications to receive the remaining content at the rate
RFD via the relaying SBS, which does not cache content i.
Therefore, T4.3.2 can be calculated as

T4.3.2 =pUsucc
(
1−pRsucc

)[
Pr
{
r>mRL

}
Pr
{
tU <tU0

}
RU

+p̄FDsucc

L∫
r=mUL

∞∫
tU=tU0

R1(tU , r)pU (tU )pU (r)drdtU

, (45)

where R1(tU , r) is from Eq. (28).
In Case 4.3.3, if tR ≤ tR0 , the requesting user j0 will receive

its data at the transmission rate RR from its caching SBS.
However, if tR > tR0 , the user j0 will receive its data at rate
RR within the delay range of

[
0, tR0

]
; and from tR0 to tR, it

will receive the remaining content at the rate RFD via the
relaying SBS by using FD communications. Then, T4.3.3 can

be calculated as

T4.3.3 =pRsucc
(
1−pUsucc

)[
Pr
{
r>mRL

}
Pr
{
tR<tR0

}
RR

+

L∫
r=mUL

∞∫
tR=tR0

R3(tR, r)pR(tR)pR(r)drdtR

, (46)

where R3(tR, r) is from Eq. (39).
In Case 4.3.4, the user j0 cannot access any nearby caching

user or SBS. Hence, it can rely on FD communications to get
the content from the MBS via the relaying SBSs within the
coverage, which do not cache the requested content. So T4.3.4

is expressed as follows:

T4.3.4 =Pr
{
r>mRL

}(
1−pUsucc

)(
1−pRsucc

)
p̄FDsuccRFD. (47)

In summary, the flow chart in Fig. 2 elaborates the relation-
ship of all the cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, while the flow charts in
Fig. 3 present the relationship of subcases in cases 2, 3 and
4. Note that the leaf nodes represent all the cases.

Remark 2: Due to space limitation and the complexity of
the problem under study, we do not consider the performance
analysis of other important metrics such as delay and outage
in this paper. Throughput analysis can gain insights into
the investigated FD relays aided mobility-aware probabilistic
caching problem, while still keeping the problem sufficiently
tractable. Analysis performed in the above content can be
extended to consider the delay and outage performance in the
future work. Relevant results published in some recent works
such as those in [14], [16], [17], [36], [37] would be useful
for these further studies.

C. Problem Formulation

In this treatise, throughput is our key performance metric.
We are interested in finding the optimal caching placement
and resource allocation achieving the maximum throughput.
Specifically, the throughput T is a function of the ratio α, the
caching placements at both the users (PU ,MU ) and at the
relays (PR,MR) as well as of the sets of cached contents
at the users and the SBSs

(
FU ,FR

)
, the transmit powers

(PD, PR) of the users and of the relays. Then, the throughput
maximization problem can be formulated as follows:
[P1]:

max
α,FU ,FR,PU ,MU ,PR,MR,PD,PR

NT

s.t.
∑
i∈FR m

R
i p

R
i L ≤ SR;

∑
i∈FU m

U
i p

U
i L ≤ SU

α,mR
i , p

R
i ,m

U
i , p

U
i ∈ [0, 1] ; PD ≤ P̄D, PR ≤ P̄R,

(48)

where P̄D and P̄R are the maximum transmit powers of
users and of relays, respectively. Here, the first and second
constraints represent the limited cached capacities of the SBSs
and of the users, respectively. The third constraint is for
the parameters of caching placement and α, whilst the last
constraint describes the upper bounds of the transmit powers
of the users and of the SBSs. We will present our solutions
of problem P1 in the next section.
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Fig. 2. The relationship of all the cases 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. The relationship of subcases in cases 2, 3 and 4.

V. THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION

Problem P1 of (48) is non-convex in general. Due to the
nonlinear and combinatorial structure of the content assign-
ment problem formulated, it would be impossible to obtain
its optimal closed-form solution. However, we can employ the
brute-force search (i.e. exhaustive search) to determine the best
content assignment that results in the maximum throughput.
More particularly, we can enumerate all possible content
assignment solutions and then determine the best solution by
comparing their throughput achieved. This solution method
requires an analytical throughput model in Section IV for
calculating the throughput for any particular content assign-
ment solution. However, this method imposes an exponentially
increasing complexity as a function of the number of the users,
the SBSs as well as the contents. Furthermore, we would
determine the optimal caching placement for both the users
and the SBSs as well as the optimal transmit powers of the
users and the SBSs to maximize the throughput achieved.
These configuration parameters are also difficult to obtain.
Therefore, we develop low-complexity suboptimal algorithms
for the content assignment, caching placement and power
allocation in the following sections.

A. Caching Placement and Power Allocation Solutions
In this section, we determine the caching placement and

power allocation at both the users and SBSs to maximize the
throughput attained, where we assume that the cached content
sets at the users and the SBSs (i.e. FU and FR, respectively)

are given. Optimization of these content sets is considered in
the next section. More particularly, we will solve problem P1,
given the predetermined content sets FU and FR. However,
the problem is still challenging to solve, since the throughput
in the objective function given in (19) is a complex non-linear
function of the optimization variables.

Given this observation, we have devised Alg. 1 for finding
the solution of this optimization problem based on the particle
swarm optimization (PSO) [32]. Let us define the following
vectors mU =

{
mU
i

}
i∈FU ; mR =

{
mR
i

}
i∈FR ; pU ={

pUi
}
i∈FU ; pR =

{
pRi
}
i∈FR ; pP =

{
PD/P̄D, PR/P̄R

}
. The

variable vector is defined as X =
{
mU ,mR,pU ,pR,pP , α

}
,

where the length of vector X is K = 2
(∣∣FU ∣∣+

∣∣FR∣∣) + 3.
So we aim for finding the solutions of X, where Xi ∈
[0, 1], for maximizing the throughput T (X). Note that the
solutions X∗ can be translated to the optimal solutions of
{P∗U ,M∗U ,P∗R,M∗R, P ∗D, P ∗R, α∗}.

For brevity, we describe the PSO for our problem as follows.
PSO is a swarm intelligence based technique inspired by
the collective behavior of social swarms of bees or birds.
Here, each single solution defined as a “particle” may be
viewed as a “bird” in the search space. A swarm of these
particles moves through the search space at a specified ve-
locity in order to find an optimal position. The position of
particle j is Xj = [Xj1, Xj2, . . . , XjK ] and its velocity is
Vj = [Vj1, Vj2, . . . , VjK ], where j denotes particle j and
K represents the number of unknown variables given above.
Firstly, a group of random particles (solutions) is used for
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Algorithm 1 OPTIMIZATION OF
{
mU
i

}
,
{
mR
i

}
,
{
pUi
}

,
{
pRi
}

,
PD , PR

1: for each particle j = 1, 2, . . . , D do
2: Initialize the position Xj with a random number ∈ [0, 1], the velocity

Vji with a random number ∈ [−vmax, vmax], and the particle’s best
known position pbest

j = Xj .

3: if T
(
pbest
j

)
> T

(
gbest
j

)
then

4: Update the swarm’s best known position gbest
j = pbest

j .
5: end if
6: end for
7: repeat
8: for each particle j = 1, 2, . . . , D do
9: for d = 1, 2, . . . , N do

10: Pick random numbers, ε1 and ε2 ∈ [0, 1]. Update the velocity
using Eq. (49).

11: end for
12: Update the particle’s position Xj = Xj +Vj .
13: if T

(
pbest
j

)
< T (Xj) then

14: Update the particle’s best known position pbest
j = Xj .

15: if T
(
gbest
j

)
< T

(
pbest
j

)
then

16: Update the swarm’s best known position gbest
j = pbest

j .
17: end if
18: end if
19: gbest = argmax

gbestj

T
(
gbest
j

)
.

20: end for
21: until Convergence
22: X∗ = gbest.

initializing the PSO and then the optimal solution is sought
by updating the consecutive generations as follows. At every
iteration, there are two “best” values: 1) the particle’s best
known position, pbest is the position vector of the best solution
(fitness) of this particle achieved so far; 2) the swarm’s best
known position, gbest is the position vector of the global “best”
solution, which is tracked by the particle swarm optimizer.
Then, each particle is updated by using these two “best”
values, i.e. the position and velocity of the particles as follows:

Vji = ψVji+c1ε1
(
pbestji −Xji

)
+c2ε2

(
gbestji −Xji

)
, (49)

Xji = Xji + Vji, (50)

where Vji is the velocity of particle j and Xji is the current
solution (or position) of particle j; c1, c2 are positive constants
(usually, c1 = c2 = 2); and ε1, ε2 are a pair of independent
random variables with uniform distribution between 0 and
1, which are generated at every update for each individual
dimension; ψ is the inertia weight, which shows the effect of
the previous velocity vector on the new vector. We summarize
this procedure in Alg. 1.

B. Optimization of Cached Content Sets
Recall from the previous section that the content sets of the

users and of the SBSs are assumed to be fixed to optimize
the transmit power parameters and the caching probability as
well as the volume of each content at the users and SBSs.
We propose low-complexity greedy algorithms for finding the
solution for this problem (i.e. finding the optimal assignment
sets of contents for the users and SBSs), which are described
in Algs. 2 and 3 [40]. There are two main parts of the
algorithms: 1) the non-overlapping content algorithm; and 2)
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Fig. 4. Throughput per unit area vs ratio α for SU = 1200MB, SR =
2400MB, ρRT = 0.1, ρUT = 10, γ = {0.5, 1.2} , λU = 10−2 (per
m2), λR = 10−3 (per m2), ω1 = 0.75 and ω2 = 0.5.

TABLE I
CPU TIME VS NUMBER OF CONTENTS N

N 10 20 30 40 50
CPU time (s) 18.1468 32.2392 37.0052 43.3206 51.1056

the overlapping content algorithm. The detailed presentation
of these algorithms is omitted due to the journal’s strict space
limits, which can be found in the technical report [40].

C. Complexity Analysis

We analyze the complexity of Alg. 2 and Alg. 3 in this
subsection. Let us proceed by analyzing the steps taken in
each iteration in Alg. 2. To determine the best assignment
for the first content, we have to search over N contents for
SBS and user sets, which involves 2N cases. Similarly, to
assign the second content, we need to perform searching over
N − 1 contents for SBS and user sets (one content is already
assigned in the first iteration). Hence, the second assignment
involves 2 (N − 1) cases. Similar analysis can be applied for
other assignments in later iterations. In summary, the total
number of cases involved in assigning all contents for SBS and
user sets is 2 (N + . . .+ 2 + 1) = 2N (N + 1) /2, which is
O(N2). This is the complexity of non-overlapping algorithm.
To calculate the complexity of overlapping algorithm, we then
perform h iterations for the Alg. 3, where h is the number of
contents in the SBS and user sets, h ≤ N . In the worst case,
the complexity of Alg. 3 is O(N). Considering the complexity
of both algorithms, the complexity of overlapping algorithm is
O(N2 +N) = O(N2), which is much lower than that of the
optimal brute-force search algorithm (O(22N )). For Alg. 1, the
convergence time is much improved, when the modification of
the classical PSO is applied. One of the best way is to use the
split-up in the cognitive behavior, which helps the particle
remember both its previously visited best position and the
worst position [32], [38]. By doing so, the computation time is
reduced significantly, because the new scheme can effectively
identify the valid region in the entire search space. Finally, the
numerical results confirm that our proposed scheme has a low
computational complexity as shown in Table I.
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Fig. 5. Throughput vs user mobility intensity (user-user contact rate) and γ
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ω2 = 0.5, λU = 10−3 (per m2), and λR = 10−5 (per m2).

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents our numerical results for illustrating
the throughput of the proposed resource allocation and caching
placement. The key parameters of the proposed scheme are
chosen as follows [39], unless stated otherwise: the portion
of users requesting content is α = 0.5; λU is in the range of[
10−4, 10−3

]
(per m2); λR is in the range of

[
10−6, 10−5

]
(per m2); λBS = 10−7 (per m2); L = 300MB; SU =
1200MB; SR = 2400MB; N = 30; γ = 1.2; RU = 15 m; RR
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Fig. 8. Throughput vs user mobility intensity (user-user contact rate) and
backhaul capacities for SU = 1200MB, SR = 2400MB, ρRT = 0.1, γ
= 1.2, λU = 10−3 (per m2), and λR = 10−5 (per m2).
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Fig. 9. Throughput vs SBS density for SU = 900MB, SR = 1800MB,
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ω1 = 0.75 and ω2 = 0.5.
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Fig. 10. Throughput vs user density for SU = 900MB, SR = 1800MB,
ρRT = 0.25, ρUT = 0.25, γ = {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.2} , λR = 10−5 (per
m2), ω1 = 0.75 and ω2 = 0.5.

= 150 m; RBS = 500 m; P̄D = 0.15 mW; P̄R = 1.5 mW; P̄BS
= 1 W; σ2 = -140 dBm; φ = 0dB; ξ = 0.01; Wu = 10MHz;
ω1 = 0.75; ω2 = 0.5.

Firstly, the impact of the ratio α on the throughput per
unit area is illustrated in Fig. 4. The parameters are set as
SU = 1200MB, SR = 2400MB, ρRT = 0.1, ρUT = 10,
γ = {0.5, 1.2} , λU = 10−2, λR = 10−3, ω1 = 0.75 and
ω2 = 0.5. We consider a pair of algorithms. The first one is our
proposed scheme, where we use both Algs. 2 and 3 [40] for the
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content assignments (we call it Overlapping Alg for brevity).
The second one is termed as the Non-overlapping Alg, which
does not use Alg. 3 for content assignments. The throughput
gain of the Overlapping Alg over the Non-overlapping Alg is
recorded in Fig. 4 for different values of α and γ. It is clearly
observed that all the curves recorded for different γ values first
increase to the maximum throughput and then decrease upon
increasing the ratio α. This trend can be explained as follows.
Here, we consider a dense network with λU = 10−2 per m2.
When the ratio α is small, the number of requesting users
is small but the number of transmitting users is large. Thus,
not all the transmitting users need to serve requesting users.
As the demand is less than the response, the total throughput
per unit area is small. When α increases, the number of
requesting users increases, while the number of transmitting
users decreases. This helps to reduce the number of redundant
transmitting users, hence the total throughput per unit area
increases. When α reaches the optimal value α∗ (for example,
α∗ = 0.44 for γ = 1.2 in the Overlapping Alg), the content
demand and the content response meet the balance and the
throughput is maximized. If α continues to increase from this
optimal α∗, the number of requesting users increases, while
the number of active transmitting users decreases. A certain
percentage of requesting users must download the requested
contents from the nearby SBSs or the BS at the low rate.
As a result, the total throughput per unit area decreases.
Furthermore, if the number of requesting users is higher, there
are more FD links helping the users in the case of cache miss
events. Thus, the system-level co-channel interference and
FD self-interference are substantially increased, which also
contributes to the throughput degradation. We also demonstrate
the efficacy of the proposed algorithms by comparing their
throughput performance with those obtained by the optimal
brute-force search algorithms. This figure confirms that our
proposed algorithm achieves very close to the optimal solu-
tions, while its complexity is much lower than that of the
optimal brute-force search. This can be observed in Table I
and in Section V-C.

In Fig. 4, the optimal solution α∗ is in the range of
[0.35, 0.55]. So from now on, we fix α to 0.5 and optimize
the throughput per unit area with respect to the remaining
parameters for simplicity. With a constant value of α, we can
optimize the throughput per user T instead of the throughput
per unit area NT since we have T = NT /(αλU ).

Fig. 5 shows the throughput T versus the user-mobility in-
tensity ρUT for SU = 1200MB, SR = 2400MB, ρRT = 0.1,
ω1 = 0.75; ω2 = 0.5, λU = 10−3 (per m2), λR = 10−5

(per m2), when varying γ. Here, we make a comparison with
the most popular caching scheme [7], where users and SBSs
prefer to cache the specific group of contents having the
highest requesting probability. In particular, every user/relay
caches the group of most popular files with probability one,
and the remaining files with probability zero. In Fig. 5 we
observe that the throughput increases when the user mobility
becomes more intense (i.e. when ρUT is higher). Furthermore,
the throughput is more sensitive with respect to the content
popularity skew γ. We can also see in Fig. 5 that our proposed
scheme outperforms the most popular caching scheme [7].

Since the most popular contents are cached by SBSs and users
in the popular caching policy, and both the SBSs and the
users operate in an independent manner, the throughput gain is
small. By contrast, our overlapping content assignment offers
an excellent throughput gain, since both the SBSs and the users
have more chance for cooperation and sharing. Furthermore,
the proposed scheme fully exploits the content diversity and
the mobility-induced diversity to achieve a throughput gain.

Similarly, the impact of user mobility on our caching
strategy at different content popularity skew γ is demonstrated
in Fig. 6. Here, we study the influence of the user-SBS
contact rate ρRT , when we set the network parameters to
SU = 1200MB, SR = 2400MB, ρUT = 10, ω1 = 0.6;
ω2 = 0.2, λU = 10−3, and λR = 10−5 (per m2). We have two
observations from the throughput versus user mobility inten-
sity in Figs. 5 and 6: 1) when the users move at a low velocity,
the throughput of the most popular caching strategy [7] is close
to that of our proposed scheme; 2) at higher content popularity
skew γ, the gap between the most popular caching strategy and
our proposed scheme becomes lower, but not equal to zero.
This is because when the user mobility is low, there are less
opportunities for the requesting user to jump to new caching
SBSs and to contact new caching users. To glean the minimum
number of coded segments required for successful decoding,
every user and SBS would cache more segments (mU

i and mR
i )

for the most popular contents i. However, our proposed PSO-
aided scheme (Alg. 1) and our overlapping content assignment
(Alg. 3 in [40]) mitigate this undesired impact. In particular,
the overlapping content assignment algorithm coordinates the
overlapping sets of contents both for the users and for the SBSs
(i.e. FU ∩ FR). Additionally, the PSO controls

(
mU
i , p

U , i
)

for the users and
(
mR
i , p

R
i

)
for the SBSs according to the set

of contents obtained from the overlapping content assignment
algorithm. Furthermore, the detrimental impact is negligible,
when the user-mobility is high (even for the case, when the
popularity content is skewed).

Fig. 7 shows the throughput T versus user mobility intensity
parameterized by the caching capacities of the users and
the SBSs. The parameter setting is as follows: ρRT = 0.1,
γ = 1.2, ω1 = 0.75, ω2 = 0.5, λU = 10−3, and
λR = 10−5 (per m2). For ease presentation, we define the
caching capacities (Md,MR) of the users and the SBSs as
Md = SU/L, MR = SR/L. It is seen in Fig. 7 that
when the cache capacities of users and SBSs increase, the
throughput also increases, because the users and SBSs can
more readily cooperate and share coded data. The proposed
scheme contributes to the improved performance, because we
harmonize the design of content-caching of both the users and
of the SBSs. Furthermore, the power control techniques of the
relays and the users help to reduce the interference footprints
caused by the FD links and the self-interference caused by the
power leakage at the FD relays.

The impact of (ω1, ω2) on the throughput is illustrated
in Fig. 8. We consider the scenario having the same
parameters, except for SU = 1200MB, and SR =
2400MB. The parameters (ω1, ω2) are set to (ω1, ω2) =
{(0.6, 0.2) , (0.75, 0.5) , (0.9, 0.8)}, which correspond to low,
medium and high backhaul as well as SBS-user link capa-
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bilities. In Fig. 8, we compare the low and high backhaul
as well as SBS-user link capabilities, where the former is a
quarter of the latter. Somewhat unexpectedly, the throughput
is not sorely degraded, because we employ optimized power
allocation for FD communications for the case of cache miss,
which mitigates the limited backhaul problem of the network.
Furthermore, we beneficially exploit the user mobility, dis-
tributed storage and caching cooperation both amongst the
users and the SBSs to achieve a high throughput gain.

The impact of SBS density on our proposed scheme is
illustrated in Fig. 9. The scenario setting is as SU =
900MB, SR = 1800MB, ρRT = 0.1, ρUT = 5, γ =
{0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.2} , λU = 10−2, ω1 = 0.75 and ω2 = 0.5.
Again, we consider a pair of algorithms, i.e. Overlapping
Alg and Non-overlapping Alg. The throughput gain of the
Overlapping Alg over the Non-overlapping Alg is recorded
in Fig. 9 for different values of λR and γ. We can see that all
the curves recorded for different γ values first increase to the
maximum throughput and then decrease upon increasing the
SBS density λR. We can explain this trend as follows. Here,
we consider a dense network, where λU = 10−2, and a low
caching storage of SU = 900MB, SR = 1800MB. Due to
the low caching storage both at the SBSs and the users, the
requesting users must be served by several SBSs for the high
content demand of dense networks. Otherwise, they would
connect to the macro BSs to obtain the contents requested.
So if the number of SBSs increases, the cache hit probability
increases and hence a throughput gain is attained. However,
when the number of SBSs reaches a specific threshold value,
the throughput gain is not significantly improved. Furthermore,
if the SBS density is higher, there are more FD links to
help the users in the case of cache miss events. Thus, the
system-level co-channel interference and FD self-interference
are substantially increased. As a result, the throughput is
degraded.

Similarly, in Fig. 10, we study the influence of user density
on our proposed scheme. We set the same network parameters,
except for SU = 900MB, SR = 1800MB, ρRT = 0.25,
ρUT = 0.25, γ = {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.2} , λR = 10−5, ω1 = 0.75
and ω2 = 0.5. We also observe that the Non-overlapping Algs
achieve noticeably lower throughput than that attained by their
overlapping counterparts (i.e. Overlapping Algs). Again the
curves recorded for different γ values first increase to the max-
imum throughput and then decrease upon increasing the user
density λU . This is because if the number of users increases,
then the requesting user has more opportunities to be helped
by the others. Thus, the throughput is increased significantly.
However, there is also a specific maximum number of the
users for which the throughput gain becomes insignificant.
Moreover, beyond a certain number of users, the requesting
users must solicit assistance from the MBSs especially for a
low cache storage. Hence both the interference and the FD
self-interference are increased, since multiple links become
active, which further decreases the throughput attained.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a framework of joint optimal resource al-
location and mobility-aware probabilistic caching placement

for HetNets relying on FD relays. In order to achieve a
high throughput, we exploited the user mobility for caching
at both SBSs and local users using the proposed the coded
caching philosophy. We further developed a pair of content
assignment algorithms for throughput maximization: 1) the
non-overlapping content assignment algorithm and 2) the
overlapping content assignment algorithm. Stochastic geom-
etry based model was developed to analyze the throughput
achieved by the overlapping content assignment algorithm.
Due to the complexity of the analytical expressions, it remains
an open and challenging task to obtain the optimal closed-
form solutions. Instead, we developed low-complexity greedy
algorithms to solve the optimization problem. The numerical
results provide insights as to how and why significant perfor-
mance gains can be achieved by the optimal configuration for
the proposed scheme.
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